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Abstract

This paper reports on an approach to automatically transform semi-structured and public databases of US state-level legislative bills into
a structured, legal corpus, namely the Corpus of US Bills (CoUSBi). Our work has resulted in a methodology and a corpus that makes
this data usable for natural language processing applications. It thus also lays important groundwork for work in the social sciences,
particularly in the fields of political science and economics where there is a growing interest in the relationship between legislative
policy-making and economic behavior. Against the backdrop of eventually contributing to a Legal Knowledge Graph, the paper shows
that the corpus we provide already fulfills the requirements to be connected to other resources: We automatically extract correspondences
between individual state bills and model bills from independent organizations, generating interesting insights into the legislative process.
We furthermore use NEREx, a Visual Analytics framework, that allows us to capture important content of the bills at a glance.
Keywords: Resource development, US state bills, model bills, Visual Analytics

1. Introduction
As digitalization becomes increasingly infused throughout
all aspects of society, it becomes even more important to
make the legal domain and in particular the legislative pro-
cess more accessible to the public. As a consequence, leg-
islative bodies increasingly make information available on-
line and users are faced with a flood of information, often
unconnected to other relevant information and presented in
a way that is not conducive to easy reference. This develop-
ment is a classic case in which natural language processing
(NLP) applications can be of great help. By way of struc-
turing information from the legal domain in a certain way
we can then design automatic systems that can shed light
on aspects of legislative reality, e.g. answer specific queries
in question-answering systems or in search engines, sum-
marize legal documents, compare different versions of the
same document and link related documents with each other.
Creating these structured resources across languages, legal
traditions and types of legislative text involves standardiz-
ing information through interchange formats, for example
as done with MetaLex (European Committee for Standard-
ization, 2010), an interchange format for sources of law.
For a general application of these standards, however, on
the one hand a challenge lies in collecting documents from
different kinds of sources and converting them into a stan-
dardized format. On the other hand, this format must also
be common enough to be accessible for the communities
involved, in particular NLP. With the aim of eventually cre-
ating a Legal Knowledge Graph, any approach faces ques-
tions about which key components need to be encoded to
make specific types of legal text usefully accessible for fur-
ther research.
In this paper we report on work that addresses the gap be-
tween legal text in the wild and a structured resource which
can ultimately serve as input to a Legal Knowledge Graph.
To this end, we collected all enacted, education-related bills
of the US states North Carolina and New Mexico in the
years 2007 to 2015. We automatically extract key infor-

mation from the bills and convert them to structured doc-
uments according to the TEI standard (2017),1 a common
text encoding standard in the NLP community. We then
link those bills to model bills of ALEC, the American Leg-
islative Exchange Council,2 established in 1975 (Hertel-
Fernandez, 2014), which is a nonprofit organization in the
US that drafts model state-level legislation.3 In particular,
we track down parts of the enacted bills that are also found
in the model bills and we mark them accordingly within
the structured documents. With this step we aim at detect-
ing potential factors that drive a decision or the passage of
a law. We also make a suggestion as to how to present the
content of the bill texts: Using NEREx (El-Assady et al.,
2017), a framework from Visual Analytics, we shed light
on named entities and other important content words rele-
vant in a particular bill.
The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2. presents related
work and Section 3. describes our newly developed corpus
CoUSBi (Corpus of US Bills) and discusses the challenges
related to its development. In Section 4. we show how the
standardized encoding of the bills allows us to make refer-
ence to other information, in particular the model bills of
ALEC. Section 5. presents the visualization that we pro-
pose to use for displaying content information in the Legal
Knowledge Graph. The paper closes with a discussion in
Section 6..

2. Relevant work
Text mining in the legal domain is as varied as the type
of data underlying it, ranging from extracting and analyz-
ing arguments in legal cases (Moens et al., 2007; Wyner et
al., 2010) to summarizing legal documents (Farzindar and
Lapalme, 2004; Grover et al., 2003; Galgani et al., 2012)
and constructing knowledge resources (Francesconi et al.,
2010; Ajani et al., 2010, inter alia). Other efforts mine

1 http://www.tei-c.org/index.xml
2https://www.alec.org/
3Available under https://www.alec.org/
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legal terms (Pala et al., 2010; Surdeanu et al., 2010) or
named entities (Quaresma and Goncalves, 2010; Dozier et
al., 2010) in legal text. Another strand of research is con-
cerned with automatic reasoning on legal text, bridging the
gap between law and artificial intelligence (Hollatz, 1999;
Bench-Capron and Sartor, 2003, among many others).
With respect to standardizing sources of law, the MetaLex
initiative (European Committee for Standardization, 2010)
has been at the forefront of providing an XML-based in-
terchange format, with for example all Dutch regulations
published in this format. In the humanities, the Text En-
coding Initiative (TEI) standard is widely used to encode a
wide variety of textual data.
With respect to these previous approaches, our work
touches upon different aspects. Firstly, we create a struc-
tured resource from semi-structured US state bills and dis-
cuss the key characteristics that need to be encoded for
this type of legislative data. The TEI standard we employ
for this effort allows us to link information across differ-
ent sources e.g. across the model legislation, a prerequisite
for eventually contributing information to the knowledge
graph. Lastly, the visualization tool can offer us insights in
the content and relations of the corpus provided.

3. CoUSBi
3.1. Data collection
For now, CoUSBi consists of all enacted, legislative bills
related to education between 2007 and 2015 from two US
states, namely North Carolina and New Mexico. Both
states offer their bills in a semi-structured and machine-
readable format (in contrast to other states which only give
the bill text as image or pdf). Creating a corpus of the
enacted education-related bills (the rejected bills were ir-
relevant for the social science aims of the project), turned
out to be difficult because such filtering was not catered
for. We therefore invested a substantial amount of manual
work in extracting the IDs of all enacted bills and then used
crawler4j, an open source Java web Crawler,4 to scrape
the bills automatically. For now, the creation of the corpus
depends on the painstaking task of HTML scraping which
can be hard to maintain on a long-term. For the future,
a systematic effort could create an API through which the
states can directly deliver the bills. This is not meant to be
extra work for the states: the present forming of the HTML
structure also requires time to split the information of the
bill in the corresponding HTML elements. An API could
be a more user-friendly way of submitting this information.
The resulting resource consists of a total of 2,599 bills, with
the actual text of each bill having an average of 3,257 to-
kens. We also include the different versions of the bills be-
fore their enactment and mark them accordingly in the file
name (e.g. ‘v1’ for version 1). The bills have an average
of 3.9 versions, with a maximum of 14 versions. The en-
tire corpus is made available under https://github.
com/kkalouli/CoUSBi.

4Available under https://github.com/yasserg/
crawler4j

3.2. Encoding in TEI
CoUSBi is encoded in XML according to the TEI standard,
a format widely used in the NLP community. Although TEI
has not been designed specifically for legal text (in contrast
to the aims of the MetaLex initiative, for example), it proves
capable of handling the legislative bill data well, both with
respect to the metadata and the actual text of the bill. For
now we restrict ourselves to encoding the resource in the
TEI standard, however a conversion to the MetaLex stan-
dard should be unproblematic.
As can be seen in the simplified XML overview in
Figure 1, we need the following TEI elements to en-
code metadata and content structure in TEI (the full
XML schema can be found within the resource): The
header of the TEI header contains the element fileDesc
which itself has three mandatory elements (titleStmt,
publicationStmt and sourceDesc) and one op-
tional element (editionStmt). Each of those elements
contains a series of mandatory and optional subelements.
For encoding the body of the bill document, we use the
body element with different subelements that specify the
particular structure of the document. All in all, the follow-
ing elements are included in each bill document:

• the short title of the bill (element: <title>)

• the authors of the bill: the representatives who took
part in the writing process (element: <author>)

• the edition of the bill (element: <edition>)

• the publication place: the state the bill was presented
in (element: <pubPlace>)

• the ID number: a combination of the state, year and
bill number of the bill, e.g. NM-2013-S039 stands
for the Senate Bill (S) with the number 039 of the
state New Mexico (NM) and the year 2013 (element:
<idno>)

• the source link: the url from which the bill originates
(element: <bibl>)

• a short abstract which gives information on what
the bill is about (element: <head> of the element
<div1 type="abstract">)

• the text of the bill itself, separated into sections and
paragraphs, according to the original sections and
paragraphs

• further highlighting for underlined and strike-through
parts of the bills: some bills have various versions
(editions) and therefore some parts of them are either
underlined to represent new parts or struck-through to
represent parts that were removed from a later version.
Since this information is important for the history of a
bill, it is preserved and encoded in the TEI format.

• extra annotation whether a specific part of the bill
is identical to a passage from a model bill (element:
<cit> with subelements <quote> to hold the
identical passage and <bibl> to hold the ID and sec-
tion of the model bill it is identical to).
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Figure 1: A simplified structure of the TEI-formatted bill of North Carolina H15 (version 0).

3.3. Automatic conversion
The conversion from HTML into the TEI XML format is
done automatically with a rule-based system designed on
the basis of the scraped HTML pages. The structure of the
original webpages differs markedly across states, therefore
each state requires its own conversion script. Concerning
metainformation, we benefit from the fact that the file name
of each bill consistently encodes the date, the bill number,
the bill version and the state. Those are straightforwardly
converted into their corresponding TEI elements. For the
other TEI header elements, namely the representatives of
each bill, the short title and the abstract, we use patterns
in the bill text to extract the information. For example, in
the North Carolina bills the representatives’ names can be
extracted by looking for the lexical pattern Representative
or Sponsor, while in the New Mexico bills the information
is encoded via the pattern Introduced by.
The body of each TEI document corresponds to the main
body of the original bill. For transforming the paragraph
elements of the HTML files, we apply straightforward con-
version of the HTML element to the TEI element. So, ex-
cerpt (1) from a North Carolina HTML is converted to the
TEI paragraph in (2) by moving the <p> element one-to-
one and converting the <s> and <u> elements to the TEI
elements <hi rend="strikethrough"> and <hi
rend="underlined">, respectively.
In order to include information whether parts of the text
correspond to model bills of ALEC (for more information
see Section 4.) we add the <cit> element that captures
the matching parts.

(1) <p class=amargin1>(b) The
principal of a school, or his
delegate, shall have authority
to suspend for a period of 10
days or less any student who
willfully violates policies of
conduct established by the local
board of <s>education: Provided,
that a </s><u>education. A
</u>student suspended <s>pursuant
to </s><u>under </u>this
subsection shall be provided
<s>an opportunity to take any
quarterly, semester or grading
period examinations missed during
the suspension period.</s><u>all
of the following:</u></p>

(2) <p>(b)The principal of a
school, or his delegate,
shall have authority to
suspend for a period of <term
type="NE" subtype="DURATION">
10 days </term> or less any
student who willfully violates
policies of conduct established
by the local board of<hi
rend="strikethrough">education:
Provided, that a</hi><hi
rend="underlined">education.
</hi>student suspended<hi
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rend="strikethrough">pursuant
to</hi> <hi rend="underlined">under
</hi>this subsection
shall be provided<hi
rend="strikethrough">an
opportunity to take any <term
type="NE" subtype="SET"> quarterly
</term>, semester or grading
period examinations missed during
the suspension period.</hi><hi
rend="underlined">all of the
following:</hi></p>

3.4. Named entity annotation
For tagging named entities, we use the Stanford Named En-
tity Recognizer (Finkel et al., 2005), and conclude that fur-
ther model training is not necessary. The text of each bill
section was fed into the recognizer, and a script parsed the
output to add XML tags around the entities identified. Tags
for NUMBER were disregarded, as their extremely high fre-
quency led to so many labels in section headings as to be
no longer of use. In excerpt (2) above we can see how the
named-entity 10 days is marked with the element <term>
of the type NE (for Named-Entity) and the subtype DURA-
TION.

3.5. Challenges
The main challenge in creating CoUSBi was to convert in-
consistent information of the source into a standardized for-
mat. There were several types of inconsistencies. Firstly,
there were formatting inconsistencies in the HTML encod-
ing of bills within one state. For example, some bills would
be encoded in CSS, while other bills contained a mixture of
CSS and HTML, but encoding the same information.
A second group of inconsistencies was the incomplete in-
formation in the source. This means that not all bills within
one state encoded the same kind of information, i.e. they
did not include the same document elements. This incon-
sistency is tightly bound to a third one, namely the mis-
placement of some of the relevant information. Many of
the bill documents contained the relevant information but
not always in the same position within the document. This
meant, for example, that although in most of the bills the
date information was found after the title, in some of them
we had to look for the date elsewhere. We also observed
that many smaller details relevant for the task were not con-
sistent, e.g. the use of capital or small letters for specific
elements.
As a consequence of these issues and also because some of
them were so profound, we have so far not converted the
bills of West Virginia — an additional state on which we
had started working — into the TEI format, as this requires
further extensive manual effort. As it is, conversion of the
bills from the other two states has already been very time-
consuming. Although the issues mentioned can be solved
with relatively simple, additional rules, e.g. for the incon-
sistency of small-capital letters we can use case-insensitive
rules, it is tedious to make sure that all such inconsistencies
have been traced and handled. Although we cannot provide
a formal evaluation as to the completeness and accuracy of

the resource, we believe that our repeated attempts to de-
tect and handle all inconsistencies have paid off in a way
that there is no missing information.

4. Linking information
One of the defining characteristics of knowledge graphs is
that they link information from different sources. Despite
a comparatively preliminary size and coverage of CoUSBi,
we are nevertheless able to make interesting connections
and comparisons and show that even preliminary investiga-
tions shed light on legislative processes as a whole.
In the US, many different organizations produce and dis-
tribute draft legislation which can be adopted and adapted
by the concerned authorities. One such organization is
the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), with
members including politicians as well as corporate rep-
resentatives. Together they produce model bills that can
then be directly introduced for debate in state legisla-
tures (Hertel-Fernandez, 2014). Some states such as Ari-
zona, Wisconsin, Colorado, Michigan, New Hampshire,
and Maine make heavy use of the ALEC model bills (Rizzo,
2012). Approximately 200 ALEC bills become law each
year (Greenblatt, 2003). As part of our work on CoUSBi,
we investigated whether any bills introduced in state legis-
latures include influences from ALEC bills.

Preparing the ALEC bills All education model bills
were scraped from the ALEC website, where they are freely
available. There were 74 education bills in total posted on
the ALEC website at the time of access, with dates rang-
ing from 1995 to 2017. Some model bills did not include
a date. It is not immediately clear in every case whether
these dates reflect the online publishing date, or the date
they were originally drafted. We also accept that this time
frame both predates and extends beyond the dates of the
bills collected in our corpus. However, model legislation
that is several years old is by no means past its shelf life,
and legislation introduced by a state may be then copied
and distributed as model legislation, a relationship which
would also be of interest.
Once scraped, each piece of model legislation was con-
verted to the TEI standard consistent with the elements
listed above for state legislation. Although most of this in-
formation is not available for the model bills, keeping these
elements consistent will facilitate future analysis. Further,
automatic annotation of bill sections was possible, provid-
ing important reference points for comparison with state
bills. In all, this process produced a second smaller TEI
corpus of ALEC education bills.

Linking ALEC bills and state bills In order to de-
termine sections of ALEC bills which provided relevant
matches to passages of bills introduced in the state leg-
islatures, simple 15-grams from the text of each piece of
model legislation were searched for in the text coming from
the bills. In order to aid matching, the text of the bills
was stripped of punctuation, and case was ignored. Fur-
ther matching was able to determine which passages of
the bills matched the passages in model legislation, which
could then be automatically annotated. The annotation uses
the <cit> element of the TEI format, which features the
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Figure 2: In the example above, green highlighted sections are identical, and closer reading reveals other sections, high-
lighted in teal, that are highly similar. Bold words indicate differences in otherwise similar passages.

subelements <quote> and <bibl>. The <quote>
element contains the passage that is taken from the model
bill and the <bibl> element specifies the ID and the exact
section of the matching model bill.

Results The results of this analysis found that 13 non-
overlapping verbatim spans of 15 words or longer from
model bills were also found in North Carolina state edu-
cation bills during this time period, and 10 portions were
found in New Mexico’s state bills. These spans ranged from
17 to 36 words in North Carolina’s bills and 16 to 36 words
in New Mexico’s bills. The length of the n-gram threshold
helped to ensure the retrieval of relevant similarities. Some
passages seemed to offer formulaic speech for a definition
and contained no resemblance in language or structure in
the surrounding context. Other passages revealed that the
sections preceding and/or following the verbatim passage
contained multiple slight alterations that did not alter the
meaning of the text, but which did prevent our method from
identifying it as an extended block of verbatim text.
Such methods “will never replace careful and close read-
ing of texts” (Grimmer and Stewart, 2013), and indeed this
method can be of most utility in flagging sections for fur-

ther examination, an example of which is shown in Fig-
ure 1. Examining the dates associated with the documents
shows that only a small proportion of the matching state
bills were introduced after the model legislation’s reported
date on ALEC’s website (4 of 23 passages). However, this
does not preclude the possibility that the passages in the
state legislation were written by ALEC, or another organi-
zation. Previous study into ALEC has depended on inter-
nally leaked documents, as the group strives to keep a low
profile (Hertel-Fernandez, 2014), and it is known to oper-
ate by distributing legislation to lawmakers without making
this process public. Furthermore, the extent to which this
language is mirrored between sources suggests that there is
some link between the source of these passages.
This type of analysis can be helpful in analyzing legisla-
tion to identify similarities between states and other enti-
ties, and how influence may manifest itself in shorter pas-
sages, even if the full bill does not completely adhere to the
goals of model legislation. Other methods such as fuzzy
string matching and Levenshtein edit distance calculations
could be employed in order to find matches with subtle dif-
ferences, and to gauge whether the similarities are mean-
ingful or coincidental.
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(a) Text-Level View (b) Entity-Level View (c) Entity Graph

Figure 3: Named-Entity Relationship Explorer

5. Visualization
One of the core aims of encoding information in a knowl-
edge graph is to present this information at a glance. In the
case of a large amount of bills, a crucial component is to
give the user an idea of the content of the bill, i.e. provide
an intuitive overview of important concepts and entities that
are covered in the bill. To this end we employ NEREx (El-
Assady et al., 2017), a Visual Analytics framework for the
analysis of different concepts and their relation in the utter-
ances. Using Visual Analytics for this task is motivated by
the challenge of dealing with large amounts of data, while
at the same time providing the user with an interactive and
exploratory access to the data (Keim et al., 2008).
The data is uploaded through a web interface and relevant
named-entities and concepts from the text are categorized
into ten classes: Persons, Geo-Locations, Organiza-
tions, Date-Time, Measuring Units, Measures and

Context-Keywords. Using a perceptually preattentive vi-
sual encoding for these categories, the text is abstracted
from the Text-Level View (Figure 3a) to the Entity-Level
View (Figure 3b) to allow a high-level overview of the en-
tity distribution across utterances.
For extracting relations in the text, the framework uses a tai-
lored distance-restricted entity-relationship model, which
relates two entities if they are present in the same sentence
within a small distance window defined by a user-selected
threshold. The concept map of the conversations can then
be explored in the Entity Graph (Figure 3c). All views sup-
port a rich set of interactions, e.g., linking, brushing, selec-
tion, querying and interactive parameter adjustment.
The visualization supports the analyst in two ways: First,
the content of the bill can be displayed with increasing
abstraction, catering for different demands of the analyst
(from close reading to distant reading). The Entity Graph
gives an overview over highly relevant terms: The more
saturated the colors of the arcs, the more frequent the nodes
(i.e. entities/concepts), with the direction of the arc show-
ing the order of the items.
For illustrative purposes, we use NEREx to display the con-
tent of only one bill, namely the 2015 bill S140 from the
North Carolina Senate, which authorizes the town of Lake
Santeetlah to levy an occupancy tax. Figure 4a shows the
Entity Graph for the complete bill, the subgraphs in Fig-
ures 4b and 4c zoom in on the upper and lower middle part
of the overall graph, respectively. In subgraph 1, the terms
‘Tourism’ and ‘Authority’ are at the center, with the for-

mer connected to the bigrams ‘Town ,’ and ‘Town .’, which
in turn co-occur with ‘attract tourists’ and ‘expenditures’.
Consulting the Text-Level View shows that the bill specifies
the way the Tourism Authority spends the tax revenue: By
funding tourism-related expenditures and support tourism-
related activities. Subgraph 2 shows all cities belonging to
the Lake Santeetlah Council that levy an occupancy tax –
these cities are plotted on the canvas according to their ge-
olocations. These examples show that an analyst can use
the Entity Graph to get an immediate overview of the con-
tent of the bill, with the Text-Level View allowing for a
more detailed investigation of the actual text.
The visualization is also important for resource validation:
As we were going through the visualization of individual
bills, the Entity-Level View showed that in a small number
of cases the bill content was repeated, based on inconsis-
tencies in the source. In other cases, the bill text was blank,
also due to erroneous HTML encoding in the source. These
errors were then manually corrected in the corpus.

6. Conclusion and future work
This paper reported on an approach of mining legal data
in the wild and the requirements, challenges and potentials
that go with it. Such a resource can be part of the Legal
Knowledge Graph and can be used by professionals in the
legal domain to examine and monitor the lawmaking pro-
cess, from influence, to drafting, to editing, and the pas-
sage into law. Creating this type of structured resource also
lays the groundwork for other research in the social sci-
ences. One concrete application in political economy uses
education bills to determine how elected officials respond
to the preferences of their constituency. When the school
performance of students in their electoral district weakens,
do they respond by authoring a particular kind of educa-
tion bill? How is the support for a bill in the legislature
affected by additions or removals of certain clauses? To
what extent do bill authors make policy tradeoffs between
the preferences of his constituency and the preferences of
the opposition? Such questions can only be answered using
information from corpora such as CoUSBi.
Due to its consistent encoding in TEI, CoUSBi can also be
utilized as-is for further syntactic and semantic parsing or
can be indexed and used for direct query processing. It is
also — to the best of our knowledge — the first attempt to
automatically compare US bills to model legislation. The
identical language in passages suggests a connection which
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(a) Content of bill S140 from North Carolina

(b) Subgraph 1 of Figure 4a

(c) Subgraph 2 of Figure 4a

merits further analysis. Examining content on this level re-
quires an extremely labor-intensive effort for human read-
ers and the automatic method presented in this paper illus-
trates just one technique which could prove valuable to this
end. As the corpus is expanded to include further legis-
latures and more model legislation, this type of research
could be expanded, providing the public with its own mea-
sure of such organizations. Other research into paraphras-
ing, as well as other text matching methods could help to
identify corresponding sections between model legislation
and bills proposed in the states. Thus far, this informa-
tion has only been available through painstaking reading
through several bills. While this is only a first step, this
kind of monitoring becomes possible with the advent of
standardized and openly accessible legislative corpora.
Besides our goal to include more bills across states and top-
ics, we also aim at implementing a framework that auto-
matically compares different versions of the same bill and
offers some insights on the types of changes between differ-
ent versions. This will include, for example, an at-a-glance
overview of sections withdrawn from or added to bills or
highlight those that were only slightly modified. We also
see a potential in applying topic-modeling techniques to
the corpus in order to annotate individual bills with their
key topics. We would additionally like to make use of the
full potential of NERs by linking entities of different bills
to each other and to the LOD 5 cloud, in this way making a
vast amount of knowledge accessible. We furthermore con-
sider the conversion of the TEI-formatted resource into the
MetaLex standard, also to facilitate a comparison of legis-
lation across languages and traditions.

5Linking Open Data, available under http:
//lod-cloud.net/ and http://linkeddata.org/
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